ANIMAL IN CAPTIVITY

7-11

15

PETS IN THE STORE

45 min

Identify the difference between animal in captivity and in natural habitat in order to understand
the needs of pets in everyday life.
Deﬁne animal rights in order to raise awareness of human responsibility towards animals.

Prior to the workshop implementation, you need to do some preparation activities:
- Choose animal species that can be found in pet stores (e.g. clownﬁsh, chinchilla, guinea pig,
budgerigar, corn snake).
- Explore and ﬁnd the information about each chosen species in the wild. E.g. where does it live?
What does it eat? Are they solitary animals? What distance can they walk daily?
- Print short information about each species and cut sentences separately.
- Print one pictures for each chosen animal species.
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Start a discussion about the differences between living conditions of species in captivity and natural habitat.
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For additional activities you can brainstorm with children what animal writes would be and develop an Animal
rights law or a muniment that could be distributed on school web site or social media.

Tips and tricks:
For younger children, instead of printed sentences, you can print pictures of the information for
chosen species, for example: picture of the food they eat, habitat they live in etc.
For additional activities you can brainstorm with children what animal writes would be and develop
an Animal rights, law or muniment that could be distributed via the school web site or social media.

